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Commencement Exercises 
1981 
Marshall University 

Marshall University Saturday, May 9, 1981 at 11:00 a.m. in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is 
tentative and is based upon the anticipated successful 
completion of work undertaken during the Second 
Semester 1980-81. This document should not be taken 
as an official record that degrees have in fact been 
awarded. 
L 
Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 144th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master's Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
j 
Commencement Officials Chief Marshal: Professor Edwin A. Cubby Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor George Ward, II Prof. Robert P. Alexander Prof. Bruce J. Ardinger Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Willard K. Bentz Prof. Thomas S. Bishop Prof. Mahlon C. Brown Prof. Jeanne M. De Vos Prof. Kenneth E. Guyer Assistants: Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Prof. Howard Adkins Pro(NealAdkins Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Robert Dils Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Carl Johnson Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Assistants: Prof. Louise P. Hoy Prof. Betty J. Jarrell Prof. Howard L. Mills Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. William P. Sullivan Prof. Ruth T. Wellman· Prof. Harold L. Willey Prof. Richard Jones Prof. William Kearns Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Michael Little Prof. Roland Madison Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. James Stone Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Luther White 
The 144th Commencement Program President Robert B. Hayes, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor W. Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation ........................ The Reverend Frank L. Harrison Introduction of Guests Music Baptist Minister Campus Christian Center 
"Te Deum" .................................... Gustav Holst Karen Dicker, Accompanist "Battle Hymn of the Republic" .......... Arrangement - Wilhowsky The Symphonic Choir and Wind Symphony Professor Wendell Kumlien, Conductor Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Recognition of Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degree Candidate Presented by .............. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost Sadie Dudley McGhee - Doctor of Humane Letters Greetings ................................ Karen Curnutte Thomas Director, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Charge "Alma Mater" ............................. C.E. and James Haworth Professor Leo V. lmperi Benediction Recessional - Ceremonial Marches 
Profile of Marsha,ll University Marshall College had a problem with its students: ''The most decided objection we have to find to any considerable number (of the students) is the tendency to study too long hours, a tendency we are trying to correct ... "The quotation comes from the 1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and one historian has attributed it to Presi­dent Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added his own wry comment: "President Corbly and his successors evidently met with considerable success in correcting this tendency." The problem of overzealous students may have been exaggerated. In any event, Marshall has had more serious problems in an often-turbulent history extending back to 1837--some 26 years before the state of West Virginia was born. The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic melodrama started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west-now the city of Huntington-­decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove, " site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also has served for some time as a subscription school for the area, open but three months each year. It remained a subscription school that summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holder- by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­taining their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was con­ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as principal for a salary of $500. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Con­ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall Col­lege. The coming of the Civil War nearly spelled the end of the young college. Lack of financial support, accumulated debts, court action and the war itself forced the school to close its doors in 1861. The property was sold at public auction. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college­fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used" ... for the express pur­pose of an Accademy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. In the fall of 1866, the Southern Methodists made an attempt to regain control of the property, but were unable to raise enough money. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. After many months of wrangling over location, the Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­proval of a bill establishing a "state (continued) 
L 
normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized ad­ditions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. During that period, the regents pur­chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " ... that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be able to provide material for his table ... " In 1868, Marshall needed land for farming. A hundred years later, the pro­blem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no ap­propriation for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.O. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not ade­quate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually in­creased its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's for­tunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on 16th Street. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were completed in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was pub­lished in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "principal" to "president" and raised his salary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in col­lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom­mended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name-a degree-conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Marshall was still a thriving junior col-lege. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­tion. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1980 Marshall had an enroll­ment exceeding 11,800, a full-time faculty of 384 and 105 part-time in­structors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine colleges and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community Col­lege, School of Nursing and School of Journalism. 
Academic Heraldry 
The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the 
United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating 
fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at 
Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree 
candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with 
silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and 
trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the 
Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that com­
prise a university faculty. 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Master of Arts - White 
Master of Science - Golden Yellow 
Master of Business Administration - Drab 
Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson 
Master of Education - Light Blue 
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL 
Doctor of Medicine - Green 
FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S 
Arts and Humanities .......................... White 
Business and Accountancy ...................... Drab 
Economics .................................. Copper 
Education ................................ Light Blue 
Engineering ................................. Orange 
Home Economics ............................ Maroon 
Journalism ................................. Crimson 
Library Science .............................. Lemon 
Medicine .................................... Green 
Music ......................................... Pink 
Nursing .................................... Apricot 
Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue 
Physical Education ........................ Sage Green 
Science .............................. Golden Yellow 
Social Science ................................ Cream 
Theology .................................... Scarlet 
At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. 
The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance 
with the legend above. 
.. 
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Class of 1981 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles and the Magna Cum Laude and Cµm Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles. 
Summa Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. Laura Jean Adkins David Russell Ayers Deborah Sue Bridgewater James William Brittan, Jr. Debra Ellen Corbin Cheryl Ann Croyle Patricia Hathaway Dawson Cheryl Rebecca Dunbrack Debra Ann Handy Irene Margie Harper Ronando William Holland Elizabeth Kay Irvin Rivka Leah Jacobs Harold Dale Johnson, Ill Janet Weekley Knight Beth Ann Legg Teresa Diane Lockhart Carol Lynn Merritt Ralph Clifton Michael, II Judith Diane Modlin Jeffrey Alan Oplinger Betsy Ann Queen Kymberly Lee Randolph Wendy Paula Rube Kenley Scott Smith Valerie Jeanne Stewart Jerri Lynn Tallhamer Teresa Skeens Webb Mary Jane Wilcox 
Magna Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. Cathy Elaine Adkins Belinda M. Anderson Michael Alan Bailey Denise Lynn Baisden David Shawn Berry Mary Ann Brezinski William Joseph Bronosky Jayne Stamm Brownfield Cynthia Louise Burkett Nancy May Carter Jane Audrey Chambers Patricia Jane Conaway Nancy Jo Corbin Elizabeth Sue Cross Timothy Andrew Damron Crystal Lynn Faulkner Mark Alanson Felton Jan Isobel Fox Jean Farrell Fulks Cynthia Lourena Gable David Ray Gandee Jana Lynn Godby Richard Jeffrey Hale Connie Sue Manning Hilburn Elizabeth Ann Hinkle Scot David Hines Elizabeth Ann Holley Stanley Bruce Howell Jayne Leigh Kidd Johnson Mohammd Ali Khorshad Paul Victor Kowalski Jane Ellen Kraft Sue Alison Lambert Charles Scott Langford Mark Alan Lycan Sharon Yvonne Massie Randall Alan Maynard Sharon Henry McGee Valerie Ann McGlone Mark Adrian McSweeney Donna Susan Meador Michael Tierney Mitchell Shirley W. Mitchell Constance Ann Morabito Gregory Jerome Moses Marlin Gene Nance, Jr. Betty Lou Necessary Donna Sue Nutter 
L 
Susan Diane Pauley 
Edward James Prelaz, Jr. 
Valerie Elizabeth Raudasaw 
Randy Keith Ross 
Roberta Lynn Russell 
Stephanie Ann Skolik 
James Clifton Smith 
Martin R. Smith, Jr. 
Rhonda Gale Shepherd 
Sandra Carole Spencer 
Robyn Prichard Stephens 
Marty Joel Stillpass 
Mark Wesley Thayer 
Richard Allen Walker 
Donald Eugene Warden 
Lisa Lea Weaver 
Kimberly Willis Whitman 
Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
Karen Marie Abramowicz 
Theresa Jean Ashley 
Kathy Denise Bailey 
Paula Lorraine Legg Baisden 
Terri Lynn Bartlett 
Gail Adkins Boone 
Beverly Elizabeth Boston 
Daphne Yvonne Bradshaw 
Ronald L. Brownfield 
Steven Wayne Browning 
Walter Kirkwood Burton 
Richard Dean Carlson 
Christopher Robert Clark 
Joyce Ann Collins 
Cheryl Lynn Cook 
Russell Clinton Cook 
Lisa Johnson Cooksey 
Lisa Dawn Cunningham 
Richard Bryan Cunningham 
Carolyn Sue Damron 
Kimberly Lynn Davidson 
Joanna Theresa Davis 
Susan Marie Deal 
Lura A. Deaton 
Lisa Ann Delaney 
Jamelia Ann Dickenson 
Gary Lynn Doll 
Sandra Perdue Ellis 
James Edward Gayhart, Jr. 
Randall Kerry Gibson 
Michael David Graves 
Judith Ann Hamilton 
Jeanne Ann Hamrick 
David Lee Hatfield 
Elizabeth Jane Hanna 
Elsa Denise Hicks 
Jean Marie Hill 
Roscoe Lee Hudnall 
Daniel Lee Hundley 
Daniel Edwin Huston 
Janet Elizabeth Irons 
Cathy Jordan Jackson 
Evelyn Kay Jackson 
Jeffrey Dale Jackson 
George William Jordan 
Samuel Paul Kinker 
Teresa Carol Kinney 
Hollyanne Kloss 
Jay Benjamin Lambiotte 
Carol Ann Lilly 
Teresa Joan Lilly 
William T. Lucas 
Cynthia Lee Martin 
Karla Dawn Mattox 
Merrill Lynn May 
Elizabeth Nell McClung 
Charles Calvin McCormick 
Joyce Workman McGinnis 
Douglas Lee McGowan 
Pamela Sue McMahon 
Mary Lynn Coquillard Moore 
Annette Marie Morgan 
Breton Lee Morgan 
Matthew Phillip Morris 
Raynell Napier 
James Lee Neff 
Pedro Ottaviano 
Bonnie M. Parsons 
Brenda Carol Peart 
Jeffrey Alan Pratt 
Fred L. Rader 
Kathryn Louise Raike 
Patty Jean Miller Ramey 
David Joseph Ross 
Dee Anna Smith Rucker 
Jeffrey Scott Russell 
Lynn Marie Sakach 
Dawn Denielle Ann Sandford 
Paul Geoffrey Sawyers 
Gail Hesson Sheets 
Mark Frederick Sheridan 
Deborah Kincaid Siders 
Sharrell Gene Slone 
· David Franklin Smith
Donna Renee Smith
Bettina Ann Sprinkle
Helen Jane Stafford
Bruce Eugene Stollings
Lee Ann Stover
Julia Ellen Switch
Kurt Taft Taube
Sandra Maynard Thomas
John David Tincher
James W. Utterback
,i r 
Pamela Louise VanHorn 
Mark Steven Walker 
Kimberly Ellen Vineyard 
Cathi Ann Webb 
Robin Lynn Welter 
Elizabeth Jean White 
Stephen Paul Williams 
Lisa Marie Willis 
Sarah Rose Woelfel 
Debra Pennington Workman 
Associate Degree Candidates 
The Associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles 
worn with their caps and gowns. With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. 
Julia Frances Armstrong 
Cathy Ann Baylor 
Rosemary Hill Cunningham 
Robert Curtis Darst 
Karen Lynn Edmonds 
Rebecca Sue Sabo Genua 
Donna Lea Gunnoe 
Teresa Marie Irons With Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. 
Regina Lynn Adkins 
Mary Kuhr Baehl 
Rhonda Faye Beck 
Jill Lynne Berry 
Jane Lynette Black 
Lisa Darlene Cline 
Susan Leanne Divvens 
Pamela Sue Glazier 
Deborah Kay Hall 
Marcia Anne Halton 
Carrie L. Hatcher 
Jane C. Holley 
Carolyn Michele Hunter 
Cecile Nannette Keene 
Helen Dean Lawson 
Pamela Marie Sexton Lowe 
Terri Grace Johnkoski 
Pamela Lynn Guy Jones 
Lisa Gay McCoy 
Frances Margaret Hische Merritt 
Phyllis Harrah Mingo 
Damaso E. Perez 
Rhonda Lee Ross 
Winifred G. Shoemaker 
Laurie K. Terrell 
Helena A. Lusher 
Linda Sue Lycan 
Cynthia Irene Morrone 
Nettie Christine Miller 
Sara Lynn Eppley Murray 
Melanie Mari Neel 
Pamela Sue Parks 
Cheryl Lynn Phillips 
Mehmet Sahin 
Martha Lee Shy 
Judith Jacquelyn Stewart 
Deanna Leigh Taylor 
Rebecca Lynn Taylor 
Carine Elisa Fankhanel Walker 
Diane Lynn Weese 
Leslie Karen Wellman 
Connie Sue Winters 
Military Commissions Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United 
States Army at Marshall University, May 9, 1981: 
James Mayo Brandfass, United States Army Reserve (Engineers) 
Henry Alphonso Curry, II, United States Army Reserve (Adjutant General) 
Sylvester John Drobney, United States Army Reserve (Aviation) 
*Charles Leroy Green, Regular Army (Quartermaster)
Timothy James Kincaid, United States Army Reserve
*Jamison Edwards Kuhn, Regular Army (Infantry)
Mickey Edward Porter, United States Army Reserve
*Frederick Jackson Smarr, Regular Army (Field Artillery)
*Darryl Eugene Vance, United States Army Reserve
Patrick Stephen Ward, United States Army Reserve (Adjutant General)
The following named individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in
the United States Army since May 1980:
Guy William Bott, Jr, United States Army Reserve (Engineers) 
William Michael Ferguson, United States Army Reserve (Transportation) 
William Hansford McCourt, United States Army Reserve (Military Police) 
*Norman Lee Pickett, Regular Army (Medical Service)
Enrique Miguel Thurman, United States Army Reserve (Engineers)
*Distinguished Military Candidates
PHOTO BY JEFF HENDERSON 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Dr. Phillip J. Rusche, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 
Bachelor of Arts 
Laura Jean Adkins 
Denise Rebecca Akers 
Cathy Ann Armentrout 
Robert L. Armstrong, Jr. 
Kathy Lynn Baisden 
Paula Lorraine Legg Baisden 
Christina Lee Barnhart 
Edith Elizabeth Beasley 
Kamine Eleanora Becker 
Michael Ray Beckett 
Brenda Lee Bell 
Robin M. Bell 
Rose Ann Bell 
Vicki Ray Barber Bennett 
David Shawn Berry 
Ronald Lee Black 
Gail Adkins Boone 
Mary Ann Brezinski 
Pamela S. Browning 
Reba Jan Browning 
Kimberly Anne Burris 
Colleen Marie Burrows 
Jack L. Butcher 
Anita Eileen Campbell 
Keith Alan Carper 
Wendy Joan Carr 
Nancy May Carter 
Kathy Sue Chafin 
Debra Pearl Chancey 
Kimberly Jane Chapman 
Jennifer Arlene Childers 
Patricia Jane Conaway 
Lisa Johnson Cooksey 
Tana Lisa Cummings 
Lisa Dawn Cunningham 
Richard Bryan Cunningham 
Kimberly Lynn Davidson 
Lura A. Deaton 
Linda Lou Harper Duncan 
Barbara Ellen Black Elam 
Donna Leigh Baisden Ellis 
Kimberly Beard Ellis 
Karen Sue Ferrell 
Pamela Ann Ferro 
Karen Sue Fink 
Sandra Kay Fisher 
Tamyra Lynne Foskey 
Carol Lynn Foust 
Edmond H. Fry, II 
Patricia Diane Gandee 
Ann Poage Garnett 
Carol Anne Gilbert 
Christy Denise Grishaber 
Teresa Ann Grossi 
Judith Ann Hamilton 
Doris Anne Hardesty 
Cheryl A. Hartley-King 
Karen Ann Hathaway 
Georgianna Hatfield 
Yvonne Dianne Hedrick 
Dan Wendell Henderson 
Connie Sue Manning Hilburn 
Elizabeth Ann Hinkle 
Barbara Jobe Isaacs 
Tami Suzann Jarrell 
Terri Watts Jemerison 
Janet Rebecca Jones 
Ruth Plumley Keeney 
Gary Edward Kline 
Hollyanne Kloss 
Samuel Robert Lacy 
Debora Ann Lawrence 
Carol Sue LeMaster Pamela Leigh Mullins Leonard Marcia Elaine Lewis Holly Beth Louderback Elizabeth Nell McClung Mary Ann McGovern Jane Eastham McKee Ronald K. McKown Terry Lynn McNeer Pamela Lynn Meadows Donald Lee Mills, Jr. Shirley W. Mitchell Judith Diane Modlin Barbara Ann Neal, Herman "Bud" Nelson, Jr. Sandra Kay Eads Oates Helen Kathryn Orkis Maureen Gail Owens Lee Ann Paisley Deborah J. Parker Pamela Lee Payne Sallie Anne Peer Rick Stewart Penix Dreama Ellen Toney Peros Elsie Mae Riffe Pruett Kymberly Lee Randolph Gina Maria Pedri Rezzonico Donna Cooke Rice Teresa Ann Rine David M. Rittenour Theda Gail Robinette Margaret L. Rollins Kimberly Jane Roten Dee Anna Smith Rucker Roberna Dewey Salyer Gary Keith Salyers Dawn Denielle Ann Sandford Nancy Evans Schoenhut Kimberly Susan Seymour Rhonda Gale Shepherd Meika E. Sheridan Sherry Renee Smith Donna Elaine Snyder William Richard Spangler Sandra Carole Spencer Ladonna Porter Stewart Lee Ann Stover Yvonne Pack Stroud Anita Kay Suarez Peggy Sue Summers Penny Ellen Thacker Karen Denise Thompson Robert Lee Walker, Jr. Connie Frances Wallace Jeanne Marie Ward Lynne Michelle Washington Linda Ann Watson Cathi Ann Webb Hubert Webb, Jr. Seth Wayne White Deborah Ann Wickham Mary Jane Wilcox Mark Gavin Willis Tamara Lynn Wood Beverly Jo Woods Staci C. Woodward Debbie Lynn Wooten Michael Allen Young Bachelor of Science Sandra G. Bacchus Catherine Emily Sutphen Rebecca Gayle Thacker Rebecca Margaret Weaver 
Degrees granted December 20, 1980 Bachelor of Arts Constance Janet Lobaldo Adair Teena Paige McNeely Adams Brenda Scarberry Adkins Cathy Elaine Adkins Mark Ellis Adkins Michelle Jaye Adkins Cheryl Lynn Arnold Kathy Denise Bailey Carson Lee Barker Vicki Lynn Barnett Melissa Virginia Barrick Terri Lynn Bartlett Mary Meadows Bartoe Bridget Ann Barton Nancy Leah Bero Deborah Elaine Billups Karen Jane Black Paula Hardwick Blatt Janet L. Daniels Booth Jerry Clark Bradley Donald James Brown Steven Wayne Browning Lisa June Butts Robin Lynn Carey David Paul Carroll Sallie Ann Caudy Joy Bradley Chittum Charles David Clark Cynthia Marshall Claxton Joyce Ann Collins Billy Tate Compton Brenda Darlene Cordle Diana Humphreys Corker Edward Vincent Creamer, Jr. Marcia Ann Meadows Davis Richard Scott Davis Patricia Hathaway Dawson Terri Deane Day Shannon Conley Deaton Lisa Ann Delaney Kathy Jean Dingess Cheryl Rebecca Dunbrack Lothell Toler Evans Paula Dee Ferguson Reva Elam Fox Lee Anne Galloway Denise Martin Ganson Jana Lynn Godby Deborah Ann Hainer Debra Ann Handy Elizabeth Jane Hanna James Daniel Harmon Anna Kim Hatcher Deborah Darlene High Charles Gene Hughes, II Sandra Kay Hunter Janet Elizabeth Irons Sharon Denise Jackson Anita Blankenship Jones James Michael Kalaski 
Kimberlee Lynne Kill Rebecca Lynn Langfitt Rebecca Sue Riley Leasure Susan Collins Lusher Joseph Macfarlane David Franklin Matthews Patricia Lee McCullough Margaret Hastings McGrady Donna Susan Meador Larry Kent Miller Glen Howard Moore Gloria Christine Nordeen Susan Diane Pauley Robert Franklin Ramsey Elizabeth Hill Rector Kelly Lynn Rett Cynthia Dollman Reynolds David Joseph Ross Randy Keith Ross Rita Curry Ross Roberta Lynn Russell Jane Wilds Sammons Rhonda Gale Samples Richard C. Shelton Deborah Kincaid Siders Cheryl Ann Smith Kenley Scott Smith Barbara Jim Dickerson Spencer Bettina Ann Sprinkle Patti Lorea Stallard Edna M. Brewer Stepp Jerri Lynn Tallhamer Deborah Gillespie Tanner Lucinda Jane Bryant Tilley 
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 
Bachelor of Arts Kent Franklin Boone David Shane Cook Andrew Hutchins Davis Dawn Elizabeth Dawson Kenneth Lee Dunn Alecia Ann Farmer Terrie Rice Farrar Scottie Marie Ford Kelly Ransbottom Harlow Sally Sanders Henshaw Kathryn S. Hinte William Lawrence Hopkins, Jr. Amy Jo Houck Buell Lee Janney James Kenith Jeffrey Kermit Randal Keathley Marissa Blanton Kouns Holli O'Neil Massey Tony Craig Miller Gregory Jerome Moses Marijane Kinnaird Sedberry Gail Hesson Sheets Bruce Allen Sheppard Barbara Sue Shifflet Christina Hope Sutherland Beatrice A. Werkheiser Kimberly Willis Whitman Bachelor of Science Cheryl Ann Barber Elizabeth Kay Irvin Jayne Leigh Kidd Johnson Beth Ann Legg Cynthia Ann Nelson Karen Shay Polley Robert Ward Shires Julia Ellen Switch Deborah Sue Wanzer Jolinda Kay Whitten Joel Morris Woodrum, Jr. College of Education Teresa Skeens Webb James Joseph Weiler, III Cathy Dawn Wentz Mary Jane Wheeler Rebecca Lynn White Rita LuAnn White Wanda C. Wilson Elizabeth A. Woelfel Sarah Rose Woelfel Bachelor of Science Robert Lynn Marcinek Hiawatha Rozena Revels 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 
Bachelor of Arts Karen Marie Abramowicz Rebecca Swan Afzalirad Cynthia Lee Westover Auld Deborah Ann Bowen Jill Ann Buck Dolly Patton Click Cynthia Holliday Corley Gina Anne Dial Mark E. Dieringer Pamela Sue Ellis Catherine Sue Elswick Meloud Abdallah El-Taef Elizabeth Ann Evans John William Gibson, Jr. Debra Grimmette Honaker John Marshall Knowlton Susan Denise Lutz Mark Alan Lycan Mark Adrian McSweeney Patrice Tillis Miller Coletta Faye Musick Teresa Jean Smith Nichols Charlotte Ann Pearson Rosalind Helen Peggs Gale Victoria Proffit Betsy Ann Queen Lola Anne Ross Robin Denise Scites Jane Ellen Smith Kimberly Ellen Vineyard Julie Howell Waldo Bachelor of Science McDonald Caraway Morris 
L 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Dr. Alan B. Gould 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Bachelor of Arts Joyce Kay Almond Tina Marie Aluise Mohammed Abdulah Amri Belinda M. Anderson Tamela Jo Baker Cynthia Kay Baldwin Mildred Elizabeth Benson Carla Elizabeth Bertram Sandra Lee Bird Charles Foster Black Karen Marie Bliss Beverly Elizabeth Boston Ellyn Denise Bowers Kirk William Bowie Joel Douglas Bradburn Daphne Yvonne Bradshaw Lee Ann Brammer Karen Lynn Brown Ronald Dale Bumgardner Cynthia Louise Burkett Walter Kirkwood Burton Ralph Timothy Clay Debra Ellen Corbin Elizabeth Sue Cross Melissa Kay Crouch Cheryl Ann Croyle Henry Alphonso Curry, II David Allen Dailey Carolyn Sue Damron Thomas Aaron Deskins Karen Sue Downey Mark Steven Esslinger Cynthia Lourena Gable Sande Carl Genung Rebecca Ann Gheen Martin Alan Griffith Jeanne Ann Hamrick David Lee Hatfield Terry L. Hawkins Jean Marie Hill Ronando William Holland Stanley Bruce Howell Marion Anne Smith Hutton William Joseph Iddings Kimberly Gayle Ison Evelyn Kay Jackson Rivka Leah Jacobs Jody Lendon Jividen Harold Dale Johnson, III Tad Emerson Jones Timothy James Kincaid Katherine Ann King Janet Weekley Knight Jamison Edwards Kuhn Carol Ann Lilly Helen Sue Lofland George Andrew Mabry Cynthia Lee Martin Valerie Ann McGlone David L. McKenzie Richard Gregory Mc Vey Carol Lynn Merritt Mark Daniel Miller Dan Gary Mock Manuel Evencio Molina Mary Lynn Coquillard Moore Constance Ann Morabito Annette Marie Morgan Matthew Phillip Morris Edwin Anthony Padilla Gerald Donald Parkins Robert Arthur Peck James Bernard Poindexter Faith Buffington Power Donovan Watts Quesenberry, III Susan Elaine Quick Karen Leah Rigsby Joyce Elaine Riley Margaret Anne Roebuck Thomas Loral Romine Deborah Lynn Sayre Terri Jill Scarberry Theresa Ellen Shantz Thomas Ian Shelton Stephen Craig Sluss Jacqueline Denise Wilson Smith James Clifton Smith Martin R. Smith, Jr. Robert Hollberg Smith, Jr. Stanley Jerome Smith Charles David Spence Gaye L. Spurlock Robin Renee Stanton Leland Stanford Steele, III Robin Beth Stewart Thomas Howard Taylor Mark Wesley Thayer Debra Lee Thompson Lois Ann Thompson Pamela Jean Thompson John David Tincher Thomas Leo True, II Tammy Angela Tupis Tammy Lee Utt Vicki Lynn Coulson Vance Rondalyn Varney Angela Carol Waybright Robin Lynn Welter Elizabeth Jean White Victoria La Vonne Wilburn Marcia Jean Wright Bachelor of Science Gary Edwin Akers Ray Andrew Berry Mary Ethel Bright Ira Edward Caton, Jr. Jane Audrey Chambers Joseph I. Ciccarelli James Arlen Crabtree Patty G. Deeds Diane Marie Donahue Sylvester John Drobney 
Denise Jean Boster Eagan Sandra Perdue Ellis Mark Alanson Felton Michael Lee Hackney Carter Dale Henson Teresa Nickell Hicks Brian Lee Hite Michael Ray Hubbard Alexander C. lkefuna Teresa Carol Kinney Jane Louise Kroger Glen Patrick Lewis Sharon Yvonne Massie Bonnie Lissette Matheny Joseph Randolph Nutt, IV Jay Scott Peterfy Fred L. Rader Wendy Paula Rube Sharrell Gene Slone Danise Marlene Smith Greg L. Smith David S. T orlone Jack Richard Wilson, Jr. Debra Pennington Workman Jerome C. Zuercher Bachelor of Social Work Deanna McDonie Boblett Tami Lou Bush Richard Clinton Reeder Mary Carolyn Thompson Seitz Pamela Louise VanHorn Bachelor of Fine Arts Gary Dean Adams Valerie Elizabeth Raudasaw Debra Ann Wassum 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 
Bachelor of Arts Glenna Louise Bailey Mary Jane Bibb Steven Owen Dale John Eric Dotson Obodo Promise Marcellinus Duke Thomas Brian Galvin Susan Marie Goodrick Elizabeth Emerson Hanrahan Bruce Michael Hollis Daniel Edwin Huston Anthony lfeanyichukwu lkebudu Teria Ellen Cochrane Keathley Gary John Koontz Shirley Ann Lycan Daniel Paul McGowan Kevin Kelly Means Maria Teresa Molina Paul Barry Mollett Charles E. Napier Dale Eugene Ray Shelia Renee Riddle John Meade Robinson Scott Bryan Shinham Helen Jane Stafford Thomas Eugene Stepp Thomas Stevens Bruce Eugene Stollings Rodney Franklin Vest Thad Wyatt Watts Stephen Paul Williams Bachelor of Science Felicia Owens Braswell Andrew Bennett Caldwell Edward Creed Cozort Carolyn S. Daniels Joseph Dean Enoch Linda Carol Eskew Patricia Sue Gardner Mary-Pat Davis Hanson Rhonda Kay Lilly Pota Estel McDonald Debra Gail Trautwein 
i. 
·i· 
Bachelor of Social Work Connie Moore Adams Bachelor of Fine Arts John Page Ott 
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 Bachelor of Arts Brian Patrick Bailey Diana Lyn Baker William Michael Byus Carol Jean Boehnke Conover Nancy Jo Corbin Cheryl Rhea Daniels Steven Dwight Freeman Deborah Anne Goodwin Judith A. Jeffries Teresa Diane Lockhart Leonard Ekwugha Madu Sharon Henry McGee Leslie Kisner Sears Susan Sebastiani Nancy Ann Smith Frank Dewey Staley Leroy Joseph Thorpe, Jr. Robert Samuel T orlone Bachelor of Science Nafeh Salem dahee Al-Fehaikey Sandra Lee Blankenship Brenda Lucille Currence Richard Allen Curtis George Wendell Fannin, Jr. Katherine Lynne McKnight Beverly Anne Sharp Bachelor of Social Work Jane Louise Brumfield Helen Denise Waddell 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 Bachelor of Arts Ronald Livingston Ellis, Jr. Cheryl Lynn Boyes Gergely JoAnn Willis Jones David Michael Nicholas Daniel Lee Shreve Bachelor of Science Bakhit Mohammed Al-Anazi Mark Stephen Gibson Donald Howard Porter James Allen Sargent Brenda Joyce Waller Michael Craig Wilson College of Liberal Arts 
College of Business Candidates presented by Dr. Sara E. Anderson, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Bachelor of Business Administration 
David Keith Arnett 
Theresa Jean Ashley 
John Kevin Atwell 
Janice Ann Baltich 
Steven Bruce Basham 
Lisa Ann Beaty 
Michael James Bird 
Sandra Lee Boswell 
Gary Patrick Botta 
Scott Crandall Bradbury 
Scot Miles Braun 
James William Brittan, Jr. 
William Joseph Bronosky 
David Lee Brown 
Debra Lynn Brown 
David Brett Brownfield 
Brenda Carol Bryant 
Jeffrey Scott Burgess 
Patrick Neil Burtis 
Wayne Lee Carter 
Yolanda Rena Cash 
Debra L. Casto 
Deborah Lynn Childers 
Cynthia Ann Christiani 
Joi Ann Coleman 
Christopher DeBolt Curry 
Ronald L. Dailey 
Deborah Lynn Davis 
Dennis Ray Davis 
Susan Marie Deal 
Jamelia Ann Dickenson 
Michael Alan Donaldson 
Marvina Carol Doss 
Ann Barnett Dulin 
Max Edwin Dunlap 
Damian Obi Egbulehe Ehirim 
Philip Thomas Elliott 
John Anderson Farmer 
Crystal Lynn Faulkner 
Thomas Larry Fenstermacher 
Carrie Elizabeth Fout 
Evelyn Jewell Frazier 
Thurston Rudolph Friar, Jr. 
Earl S. Fulks 
Nancy Lynn Gainer 
Barbara Julia Georgakis 
Randall Kerry Gibson 
Rodney Russell Gibson 
Charles Patrick Goheen 
Rocky Goodnite 
Teresa Ann Henson 
Elsa Denise Hicks 
Robert Earl High 
Michael Ray Holland 
Carman E. Hopkins 
Carol Sue Hopkins 
Nancy Kaye Hopkins 
Charles Richard Hough 
Roscoe Lee Hudnall 
Daniel Lee Hundley 
John C. Ilokwu 
Kevin Michael Ireland 
Cathy Jordan Jackson 
Dwight David Jackson 
Jeffrey Dale Jackson 
James Barker Jasmin, Jr. 
Vincent Arthur Johnkoski 
Westley Earl Johnson 
John Michael Joseph 
Jennifer Lynn Keeney 
Mohammd Ali Khorshad 
Anita Ellen King 
Samuel Paul Kinker 
William Thomas Kirby, Jr. 
Timothy Paul Koon 
Jane Ellen Kraft 
Stephen Michael Lambros 
Peter Townsend Laney 
Jessie Legaspi Lazaro 
Thomas Edwin Lemon, Jr. 
Terry David Lester 
Teresa Joan Lilly 
Jane Ellen Lively 
Eddie N. Long 
Phyllis Jean Lycan 
Richard Alan Lyons 
Karla Dawn Mattox 
Merrill Lynn May 
Rodney Jay McCallister 
Robert William McCausland 
Dennis Lee McCullough 
Douglas Lee McGowan 
Michael D. McKee 
Pamela Sue McMahon 
Stephen Elliott Meadows 
Jack William Mease 
James Wesley Meek 
Ralph Clifton Michael, II 
David Eldridge Midkiff 
Michael Anthony Milam 
Theodore R. Mills, Jr. 
Susan Lynn Molnar 
Valerie Ann Morgan 
Bradley Jon Morrison 
Michael David Mullarky 
Keith Alan Myers 
Layton Ernest Nabors 
Gregory Steven Nagler 
Michael David Natale 
James Lee Neff 
Anita Louise Newman 
Robert Blake Nicewander 
Donna Sue Nutter 
Alphonsus Chidi Obinwanne 
Dennis Itoe Orume 
Donna Renee Penn 
James Paul Poling 
Thomas Eugene Powers 
Edward James Prelaz, Jr. 
Lucinda Katherine Pritsch 
Roger Lee Pritt 
Paul Joseph Prunty 
Michael Dale Pyles 
----------------------------------------- -- -----��---
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Patty Jean Miller Ramey Samuel Walter Randolph James Parker Rardin Gregory Hayden Ray Michelle Dionne Rice Gregory Lee Riddle Thomas Gregory Riggs Rupert Charles Robateau Marsha Ann Robey Carol Lynn Rogers Charles Everett Romine, III John William Ruch Jeffrey Scott Russell Judy A. Salaz Paul Geoffrey Sawyers Jeffrey Lee Schneider Zaid Abuajela Shaban Charles Gregory Skaggs Joey Edmund Skeen Frederick Jackson Smarr David Franklin Smith Dayna Louise Smith Donna Renee Smith Mi Hyon Song Glenda S. Sowards Kathryn Leigh Sturgill Abdulaziz S. Tamimi James Edward Tatterson Leslye Ann Thornton Richard Joseph Tomlinson James W. Utterback Mark Steven Walker Michael Carlton Ward Donald Eugene Warden Shirley Jean Waters Jennifer Lynn White Lou Ann Whittington Russell Steven Williams Lisa Marie Willis Charles Andrew Wilson Randall L. Wilson Tad Matthew Wilson College of Business Donald Lee Withrow, Jr. Leslie Ann Wolf George H. Wright, III Stephen Charles Young Jay Arthur Zittle Bachelor of Science Michael Alan Bailey Joanna Theresa Davis Michael Eric Dunn Richard Jeffrey Hale Rodney Dee Mills Sheila Gwen Mullins James Edward Parsons, II Timothy Alan Petit Farnoosh Rafiee Richard Randolph Wells 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 Bachelor of Business Administration Arsenia Montero Alley Stephen Joseph Alley Larry Wade Bell Dennis Dean Bellamy Frank Albert Black, III Steven Ray Blevins Pamela Faulkner Bott Paula Jean Bruce Michael Edward Burdette Pat Edward Burdette Jane Rickard Bush Michael Jerome Caruso George lkechukwu Chibuzor Julie Carol Coburn Terry Glen Combs Jack Eugene Crutchfield Carla M. Curtis Dennis Lee Damron William Granvel Dilley Dwight David Dudley Donna Maria Fernandez Aldridge Thompson Ferrell, Ill Windell F. Fisher, Jr. William H. Flower Jean Farrell Fulks Matthew Ross Gaines David Ray Gandee James Edward Gayhart, Jr. James Russell Gillispie Jay Franklin Harden Adrian Howard Haynes, Jr. Robin Franklin Helton Mary Battista Hicks David Hendrix Hill James Strother Hoge James Edwin Hole David Keith Howerton Kevin Stewart Hughes Robert Lee Johnson Kimberly Elizabeth Jones Mark Joseph Jones Mohammad Saed Khalili Karen Kay Kimsey John Thomas Kirkling Thomas Paul Kline Michael Louis Kudro Jeffrey Summers Linn Tracy Dean Lipscomb John Edward Lucas Mark Andrew Lyons Russell Edmond MacClellan Gary Lee McAlister George R. McKnight, Jr. Rodney Lameul McMillan Rick Dane Mers Roger Sampson Miles Michael Tierney Mitchell Hossein Mohebbian Philip Wayne Morrison, II Robert Lossie Murray Betty Lou Necessary Kevin Winford Nicholas Richard Mark Odekirk Bonnie M. Parsons Pamela S. Patterson Patrick Allen Pemberton Jeffrey Alan Pratt Carolyn Joy Rickard Deborah Lynn Riggs Frank Edward Rushden Elizabeth Lynn Sadd Zubaidah Bt. Hj. Salleh Bernard Harold Salmon Clifford Pete Shaluta Paul William Simmons r' t 
Robyn Prichard Stephens Fredrick William Strehle, Jr. Farley Edward Stuart, III Brenda Marcum Thabet Sandra Maynard Thomas Anthony Ray Wagoner Richard Allen Walker William Michael White Margaret Best Woods Associate in Science Vickie Elizabeth Adkins 
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 Bachelor of Business Administration Anthony lkechukwu Akubue Elizabeth Lynn Alderman Deborah Marie Boyer Steve William Colopietra Pamela Denise Crockett Tina Belinda Galloway Larry Joe Johnston George William Jordan James Douglas Lackey Faith Leah Lucas Stephanie Jane Mahlke Robin Annette Miller Susan Rebecca Mullins Michael Patrick Norton Judith Ellen Pack Cheryl Marie Golaski Perkins Alan Keith Vandall 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 Bachelor of Business Administration Pamela Gail Barnhart Narges Farahmand Kyle Watkins Key Patrick Alan Michael Mary Ann Rosenbaum Terie Sue Schoolcraft 
College <?f Science 
Candidates presented by Dr. Edward S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Bachelor of Science Janet Elaine Adkins David Russell Ayers Denise Lynn Baisden Christie Lee Barrett Charles Randall Bishop Ronald L. Brownfield Jon Robert Carter George Allen Chappell Christopher Robert Clark Cheryl Lynn Cook Russell Clinton Cook Timothy Andrew Damron Donald William Danford Larry Ray Dick Susan Elizabeth Dingess Gary Lynn Doll Phillips Champion Emmons, Jr. Jan Isobel Fox Larry Grace Charles Edward Henry Scot David Hines Elizabeth Ann Holley Phillip Hunter Howerton Terry Lee Johnson David Lee Jordan Shadrouz Kianouri Stanley Paul Kott, II Sue Alison Lambert Charles Scott Langford William T. Lucas Randall Alan Maynard Charles Calvin McCormick Michael Hayden McMillian Larry Eugene Moore Terri Lynn Moore Breton Lee Morgan Marlin Gene Nance, Jr. David Lee Parry Sarah Francis Porter Casey Joseph Robinson Warren Mitchel Shaver Mark Frederick Sheridan David Paul Silbaugh Stephanie Ann Skolik Rodney Ray Smith Sotero Lambros Svingos Kurt Taft Taube Anthony Allen Turley David J. Umbach John Rishel Walker Bachelor of Arts Janet Dean Eldridge Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Michael David Graves Jeffrey Alan Oplinger Bachelor of Science Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Jayne Stamm Brownfield Judith Lynn Collins Susan Gail Mullins Valerie Jeanne Stewart Associate in Applied Science Rhonda Faye Beck Cynthia Lee Callison Phyllis Harrah Mingo Tina Denise Prichard Carine Elisa Fankhanel Walker in Medical Technology Stephen Michael Grabosky Denise Jean Maynard Rhonda Lynn McPeake Sandra Sue Menear Mary Ellen Moat Janet Rene Purdy Louida Roberts Melissa Lee Snyder Gwyn Elaine Theisler ' I 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 
Bachelor of Science Carol Ann Allen Gregory Alan Bowles Michael Gene Collins Tony Ray Cox Paul Christopher deAlba William Michael Ferguson Deborah Smith Foster Cathryn C. Hoag Tyshaun Michele James Gerald Nnanna Kwazu Jay Benjamin Lambiotte Edmund James Natale Pedro Ottaviano Daniel Keith Pettry Kimberly Maynard Roberts Beverly Jane Skeans Enrique Miguel Thurman 
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 
Bachelor of Science Raymond Barnette David Lindley Chaney Lawrence John Grabiak Paul Victor Kowalski Brenda Carol Peart Kathryn Louise Raike Richard Alvin Romans Lynn Marie Sakach Bachelor of Arts Stephen Frazier Barrett 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 
Bachelor of Science Richard Dean Carlson Robert Christian Field Joe Milton Lycan Samuel Asa Peppers, III Mahmoud Sharifnia Stephen Gregory Tolley Bachelor of Arts Raynell Napier Steven Andrew Whisman Associate in Applied Science Vicki Spears Adkins Linda Kay Cumpstoh Kelly Jane Glaspell Teresa Lee Smith Morgan Joyce Alberta Miner-Stern Lisa Renee Walters 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Dr. Phyllis F. Higley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Dianna Lynn Burks Adkins 
Deborah Sue Bridgewater 
Rebecca Craycraft Brown 
Carol Delia DeMarco 
Blanche McAndrew Harman 
Irene Margie Harper 
Karen Frazier Martin 
Joyce Workman McGinnis 
Kay Motz Melba 
Roberta Lynne Messner 
Linda Leigh Midkiff 
Terrie Lynn Phillips Associate in Science in Nursing 
Connie Lee Adkins 
Lisa Dawn Barnette_ 
Robin Renee Berry 
Maria Teresa Stallo Bias 
Barbara Jean Browning 
Kerri Denyse Callebs 
Cynthia Lynne Carpenter 
Sandra Lynn Clay 
Jill Anne Collier 
Kimberly Janine Cook 
Vickie Ann Courts 
Andrew Hutchins Davis 
Gerald Melvin Faulkner 
LaDonna Cheryl Goddard 
Tamara Jill Goodall 
Donna Lea Gunnoe 
Timothy Ray Hager 
Katherine Lynn Heishman 
Ann Reed Hensley 
Sally Lou Hoffman 
Lynn E. Lewis Jarrell 
Terri Grace Johnkoski 
Carter Ann Johnson 
Laura Ellen Johnston 
Elisabeth Bernice Povlsen Jordan 
Patricia Carter Kaufman 
Cecile Nannette Keene 
Stephanie Lynn Kelemen 
Catherine Marie King 
Nancy Ellen Little Lieving 
Jennifer Jo McCoy 
Lisa Gay McCoy 
Melodie Carole McLaughlin 
Oveta Lee McMillian 
Larry Eugene Moore 
Carol Robertson Murphy 
Susan Jean Santrock 
Karen Wiest Thacker 
Frances Toppings 
Lisa Lea Weaver 
Jane Gracie Nistendirk 
Tara Lynn Hurt Owens 
Patricia J. Patrick 
Rebecca Jo Potter 
Claire Ruth Shumate 
Brenda Diann Snider 
Bernna Sue Starr 
Judith Jacquelyn Stewart 
Bartlett A. Stone 
Michelle Kay Sturm 
Rebecca Lynn Taylor 
Virginia Diane Taylor 
Kimberly Sue Harker Ward 
Leslie Ann Ward 
Nancy Ellen Warren 
Kelly Ann Zban 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 Associate in Science in Nursing 
Shannon Lee Clark 
Degrees Granted July 18, -1980 Associate in Science in Nursing Mary Georgeann Farmer Harvey 
,,, 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree Candidates presented by Dr. Olen E. Jones, Jr., Provost 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Guy Loran Adkins James Hutchinson Anderson Patricia Jo Arnow Salam A. Bashadi Kenneth Ray Browning, Jr. Paula Jo Bugg William C. Dawson Rolland Dale Fields Timothy Alan Grobe Una Jean Jones William Douglas Lilly James Miles Montgomery Charles Melvin Nicholas, Jr. George Edward Parker Mark Edward Pauley Arnold Edward Persinger Cynthia Marie Ramsey James William Rowe Maria Cristina Saleme Kirby Shane Stickler Byron Richard Thompson Lois Williams White James Richard Willis Thomas Basel Workman 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 Regents Bachelor of Arts Randall Allen Larry Dale Blanken;hip Victor Billie Bodo Todd Michael Canestraro Velma Thorne Carter Cathy Marie Wentz Conrad Verona Graham Cumberledge Deborah Lynn Wilshire Greife William Jeffrey Hanichen Paul Alfred Johnson Linda Horton Mallory Richard Lee Miller Arlene Cremeans Noble Russell William Rowsey 
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 Regents Bachelor of Arts Doris Elaine Blue Estella Glenice Brooks Steven Andrew Brugnoli Verlin Max Clay David Eugene Preston Constance Jewell Swett Reed Cindy Lou Butler Sammons Marty Joel Stillpass David Lee Singleton Earl Franklin Stemple Bonnie Sue Ware Stephens Hal Lawrence Turley Marcelene Taylor Williams Edward Richard Worsheck Kermit Earl Taylor James Gilbert Van Zant 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Evelyn Elizabeth Kuehl Adkins Dennis Brady Frasher Marianne Semer Gebhardt William David Hall Janet Kay Seelen Haught Sandra Freshour Hazlett Charles Stewart James James Mays John Edwin Sipple Claude Lee Thornhill Martha Jane Wilkinson Charles L. Workman, Jr. 
Community College 
Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Hines, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Associate in Applied Science Regina Lynn Adkins Madellyn Corlaine Archer Julia Frances Armstrong Mary Kuhr Baehl Jeffery Scott Bailey Timothy E. Bailey Pamela Gail Barnhart Cathy Ann Baylor Karen Nanette Bell Audrey Lamoine Bellomy Barbara Lynne Bellomy Jill Lynne Berry Wayne Alan Bills Jane Lynette Black Myrtle Damelio Blair James F. Bloss Susan Pearl Bodnar Sandra Gail Brown Jeffrey Brent Buck Beverly Susan Call Timothy L. Campbell Diana Sue Centers Elizabeth F. Chaffin Earl Henry Childers Deanna Lynn Clark Lisa Darlene Cline Kelli Jean Cobb Kathryn Nannett Cochran Susan Renee Crawford Sally Mae Bailey Crum Rosemary Hill Cunningham Robert Curtis Darst Claude Allen Dawson John Chester Denzie Susan Leanne Divvens Tim W. Dohm Marilynn S. Doll Frances Richelle Eddy Karen Lynn Edmonds Michael Patrick Eschleman Laurie K. Ferrell Stephen Jerome Fields Cynthia Ann Grass Deborah Kay Hall Mary Jane Mullarky Hall Teresa Ann Hall Marcia Anne Halton Rhonda Kay Hanshaw Herbert Howard Harris, III Ann Oldham Hash Carrie L. Hatcher Darris Jean Holcomb, Jr. Jane C. Holley Joy C. Hager Holton Mary Lynn Hoose Tammy Denese Huffman Carolyn Michele Hunter Teresa Marie Irons Leisa Ann Jarvis Lesa Ann Johnson Margaret E. Johnson Pamela Lynn Guy Jones Kathy Ann Karnes Tammy Lynn Karnes Tina Lynn Kiser Beverly Diana Klein Timothy Lawrence Helen Dean Lawson Virginia Templin Licklider Connie Sue Long Pamela Marie Sexton Lowe Kimberly Dawn Mabe Mary Alice MacClellan Donna Marlise Majid Larry Edwin Mason Ruth Ann Hess Maynard Debra Ellen McCartney Patricia Ann McClellan Ricarda Brigitte Metzger Nettie Christine Miller Anita Carol Moore Cheryl Lynn Pickens Morales Donna Gail Morgan Cynthia Irene Morrone Laura Jeanette Moss Melani Mari Neel John Thomas O'Dell, Jr. Tama Sue Palmer Pamela Sue Parks Damaso E. Perez Leslie Caron Perry Cheryl Lynn Phillips Brenda Lee Porter Betty Lee Pullen Rhonda Lee Ross Linda Kay Reese William Franklin Russell Winifred G. Shoemaker Charles Livingston Shumaker, II Stephen Simms Roger Lee Sizemore Gilbert Junior Smith Teresa Lynn Smith Jo Sydenstricker Melissa Morris Talman Deanna Leigh Taylor Debra Lynn Taylor Loretta Ann Thomas James Gregory Turner Rebecca A. Walters Leslie Karen Wellman Vicky Ellen Wellman Thomas Alfred Williams Cora Jean Williamson Connie Sue Winters Janet Lee Withers Kimberly Annette Worrell Jeffrey David Young 
Associate in Arts 
John Williams Friedman 
Helena A. Lusher 
Sara Lynn Eppley Murray 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 
Associate in Applied Science 
David Benjaman Albright 
Andrew Scott Altizer 
Robert Michael Brewer 
Anita Kay Buckley 
Tina Louise Calloway 
Cathy Jean Cavender 
Robert Earl Chafin, III 
Robin Diana Chandler 
Jodi Suzanne Davidson 
Susan Leanne Divvens 
Linda Marie Estep 
Stephen Jerome Fields 
Kevin Ramon Forrest 
Rebecca Sue Sabo Genua 
Pamela Sue Glazier 
Conley Barton Grimes 
Lisa Goad Hunt 
L. Richard Kesecker
Mark Edwin King
Mary Beth Lewis
Linda Sue Lycan
Kathy Jane Mays
Cheryl Ann Meadows
Frances Margaret Hische Merritt
Ora Kay Nesselrode
Grethel Jean Newsome
Tamara Lynn Osburn
Teresa Lynn Parsley
Roger Lee Parsons
Connie Jean Perry
Donna Jean Perry
Gloria Annette Clay Perry
Kim Dinell Perry
Elizabeth Ann Ridenour
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 
Associate in Applied Science 
Janet Lee Withers 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 
Associate in Applied Science 
Robin Lynn Bosher 
Ronald John Hicks 
Diana L. Jarrell 
Teresa Rene Muschera 
Beverly Ann Robertson 
Mehmet Sahin 
Martha Lee Shy 
David Allen Smith 
Joseph Vincent Sowers 
Lonnie Darrell Stover 
Paul David Taylor 
Nancy Jeanne Van Cleve 
Diane Lynn Weese 
Tamara Elaine White 
Fred Salem Zain 
Associate in Arts 
Donna Sharon Stroud 
Grethel Jean Newsome 
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Graduate School 
Candidates presented by Dr. Paul D. Stewart, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 Master of Arts Janet Carol Abrams Stephen H. Bias Mary Winkler Clifford Marshall University Marshall University Ohio University Speech Pathology and Audiology Counseling Speech Pathology and Audiology Carol Ann Mills Alley Myra Ann Browning Blair Elizabeth Jane Combs Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Early Childhood Education Communication Arts Ruth Ann Roberts Applegate Beulah Mae Bolden Everett Conn, Jr. Marshall University Longwood College Marshall University Early Childhood Education Counseling Educational Administration Theodora Marlee Ashworth Keith Edward Bowie Carol Nichols Connell Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia University Elementary Education Political Science Special Education Vertelia S. Askew Benton Ray Braden Wanda Gale Perdue Copley Spelman College Ohio University Marshall University Communication Arts Speech Elementary Education Robert Charles Bailey Jonathan L. Bradley Marietta Riggs Corron West Virginia University West Virginia Wesleyan College Marshall University Counseling Educational Administration Early Childhood Education Rebecca Jean Ballard Stephanie Naylor Burks Donetta Kay Courts Marshall University Marshall University University of California Speech Pathology and Audiology Counseling Communication Arts Cheryl Jividen Barnett Patricia Ann Bush Willie Wheeler Craycraft Asbury College Marshall University Marshall University Music Special Education Counseling Durojaiye Jamiu Baruwa Patricia Dianne Chizmar Laura Frances Crouch Ohio University Marshall University Marshall University Political Science Elementary Education Home Economics David Earl Beatty Mary Kay Cipoletti Drema Gay Dalton The Citadel West Virginia University Marshall University Speech Speech Pathology and Audiology Early Childhood Education 
� 
I' Graduate School Rita Faye Deeds Li-Chun Hsu Marilyn Denise McDaniel Marshall University College of Chinese Culture West Virginia Wesleyan College Library Science Sociology Home Economics 
I' Barbara Ellen Dial Mary Lou Hunt Thomas Edward McIntyre \ Marshall University Glenville State College Concord College English Special Education History Jeanne Ellen Russell Eanes Julia Ann Insco Hutchison Harold Verdayne Meade, Jr. Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Elementary Education Counseling Nanci Anne Eschleman Anthony Chilaka Ihunnah Deborah Melko-Mills Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Counseling Special Education Communication Arts Geraldine Jo Way Euton Rebecca Sue Deskins Johnson Olive A. Hay Meyer Eastern Kentucky University Marshall University University of Toronto 
Home Economics Speech Pathology and Audiology Music Diana L. Fraunfelter Noel L. Jordan Joanne White Michael Ohio University Marshall University Counseling Counseling Radford College Speech Pathology and Audiology Jean Ann Galford Claudia Lynn Lady Catherine L. Moore Marshall University Ohio State University Special Education History West Virginia Institute of Technology Leon H. Garner Jean Chaney Lawson Speech Pikeville College Marshall University Counseling Political Science Barbara Sutton Morris Carolyn Hinkle Hale Wayne E. Legg Marshall University Ohio University West Virginia State College Reading Education ·ICommunication Arts Secondary Education ii Russell L. Harbour Esther Mansour Leonard Anita Marie Herrick Mullett West Virginia University Marshall University West Virginia University Counseling Business Education Library Science Carolyn Lincolnogger Hart Peggy Willis Lewis Marilyn Craft Myers Ohio State University Marshall University Wesleyan College Counseling Elementary Education Counseling Sandra Lee Hatten Fonda Cheryl Lockhart Rhonda Gail Watts Napier Marshall University West Virginia State College Marshall University English Music Early Childhood Education Wade Alden Herald Elizabeth Dawn Masters Mary Alice Nash Marshall University Morehead State University Marshall University Educational Administration Library Science Speech Pathology and Audiology William Ross Hosaflook Joyce Burley McCracken Thomas Edwin Nash Fairmont State College Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Speech Educational Administration 
Ghazi Qassim Nassir Patricia Gail Shevac Barbara Rogers Ulbrich University of Basrah Marshall University Marshall University English Home Economics Early Childhood Education Cathy Dawn Carder Neilson Hubert James Six, Jr. Sandra Kay Borth Vargo Marshall University Georgetown College Marshall University English Counseling Elementary Education Prudence C. Olmstead Sheila Sue ·sorrell Samuel Julian Varney Marshall University Marshall University Glenville State College Counseling Early Childhood Education Elementary Education Ming-Shan Pan Donna Long Sprowls Cathy Crouch Walker National Cheng Kung University Marshall University Marshall University Mathematics Special Education Elementary Education Carolyn McHenry Paramsothy Pamela Dawn Staley Gretna Ferguson Watson University of Cincinnati Marshall University Marshall University Music Speech Pathology and Audiology Early Childhood Education Jo Ellen Paugh Stephen Floyd Stanley Marsha Lee Webb Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Educational Administration Communication Arts Karen Gale Politino Barbara Ann Stemple Mark D. White Marshall University Glenville State College West Virginia State College Elementary Education Speech Biological Sciences Selbia Proklevich-Perry Jo Ellen Swan Stephens Michael David White Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Counseling Elementary Education Deborah Lynn Ramsey Deborah Edith Stewart Harold Woodrow Wright Marshall University Trevecca Nazarene College Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Elementary Education Special Education Candice Keyser Reed Simon S. W. Su Chi Min Wu Marshall University Fairmont State College Chung Yuan Christian College Secondary Education Political Science Special Education Jeffrey L. Roquemore Ruth Elaine Butcher Swanson Jackie Lee Yuhasz Ohio University Marshall University Marshall University Music Elementary Education Counseling Greta Carpenter Russo Gary Winston Taylor Claude Ray Zornes Morris Harvey College Marshall University Marshall University Art English Geography Mary Lee Salser Timothy Alden Taylor Marshall University Marshall University Master of Science Speech Pathology and Audiology English Janice Earls Sarver Ross Clayton Todd Elizabeth Cloyd Allder Marshall University Marshall University Virginia Commonwealth University Elementary Education Counseling Vocational Technical Education 
Graduate School Bruce Witt Anderson William Carl Burns, Jr. Paul Lee Graham West Virginia Institute of Technology West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Safety Adult Education Safety Donald Raymond Anderson Jerri Claudette Cable Curtis Hal Hardman West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Glenville State College Safety Health and Physical Education Biological Sciences 
Neils Chris Andersen Larry G. Canterbury Mildred Loretta Boothe Hatcher Glenville State College West Virginia University Concord College Safety Safety Safety Michael Anthony Arcuri William Edward Cooley James Marshall Hatfield Marshall University Liberty Baptist College Marshall University Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Adult Education Carol Butler Bailey William Roland Cordle Concord College West Virginia State College Thomas M. Henry Vocational Technical Education Safety Ohio University Safety Leonard E. Bedel Stephen Joseph Cummings University of Cincinnati Fairmont State College James Edward Hopkins Safety Geography Marshall University Safety James Robert Juan Bias Mary Boland Elder West Virginia State College Marshall University Susan Lynn Hundley Safety Safety Morris Harvey College Safety Hazel B. Blankenship David Allen Emery Concord College Marshall University Richard Edward Ingram, Jr. Safety Geography West Virginia State College Stanley Warren Booth Ida Mainella Everhart Safety West Virginia State College Fairmont State College Randolph Douglas James Safety Adult Education Northern Illinois University Patricia Ann Bostic Tommy Monroe Farmer Safety Marshall University West Virginia University Health and Physical Education Safety William M. Javins West Virginia William Edward Bozarth Benton Lincoln Fay Institute of Technology Morris Harvey College Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education Safety Lillian Rose Efant Brafford Kathryn Susan Fink William Harold Keeney, Jr. Marshall University West Virginia State College Concord College Vocational Technical Education Safety Safety Maury E. Bryant David Garrett Foster Ab Karim Bin Khairuddin Bluefield State College Concord College University of Tennessee Safety Safety Physical ScienceCharles Dana Buckley Frances Ellis Gay Shelia Marie Manis Kyle West Virginia Institute of Technology Morris Harvey College Marshall University Safety Vocational Technical Education Adult Education 
John Steven Lucento West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Vocational Technical Education Larry Joe Lundy Marshall University 
Chemistry Mary K. Maxwell Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Education John J. McConihay, Jr. Morris Harvey College 
Safety Patricia Lynn Puckett Meadows Concord College 
Safety Danita Gail Davidson Miller Marshall University 
Criminal Justice Robin L. Miller Salem College 
Vocational Technical Education Shirley Elmer Mills Concord College 
Vocational Technical Education William Anthony Minter Marshall University 
Safety Charles Edward Nease Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education Danny Joe Pauley West Virginia State College 
Safety 
Stephen Earl Peal Concord College 
Safety Jerry Allen Rinehart Marshall University 
Safety Terry Eugene Rollins Glenville State College 
Safety Alfred J. Scalia Fairmont State College 
Vocational Technical Education Joan Catherine Schramm Florida Institute of Technology 
Biological Sciences Kenneth Minor Scott West Virginia University 
Safety Beverly Dawn Spurlock Marshall University 
Biological Sciences James Madisons Spurlock, III Auburn University 
Physical Science Karen Fuller Stone Marshall University 
Safety Ellen Christine Sutter Capital University 
Health and Physical Education Jan Cheryl Tardy Marshall University 
Health and Physical Education Master of Business Administration Maamor Che Alias West Michigan University 
Business and Commerce Warren Cleveland Armstead, Jr. Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Thomas Michael Bowles Marshall University 
Business and Commerce Harold D. Calhoun Midwestern University 
Business and Commerce 
Retta Brown Taylor Alderson-Broaddus College 
Vocational Technical Education Heber H. Vealey Glenville State College 
Safety Stephen Rodney Wallace West Virginia State College 
Safety Wan Shabuddin Wan-Ali University of Tennessee 
Chemistry Blair Junior Weese West Virginia Institute of Technology 
Vocational Technical Education Jack D. Whittington West Virginia State College 
Safety George Richard Young Marshall University 
Safety Roger Dale Young Glenville State College 
Safety Y azan Zakaria Indiana University 
Chemistry Dianna L. Carte West Virginia State College 
Business and Commerce David Harrison Farmer, Jr. Rensselear Polytechnic Institute 
Business and Commerce 
--Barbara Elizabeth Hoeft University of Michigan Business and Commerce Azahan Bin Ismail Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce William Henry Justice University of Kentucky Business and Commerce Rajani Madisetty Kanth Osmania University Business and Commerce Azizun Abdul Karim University of Tennessee Business and Commerce John F. King Marshall University Business and Commerce Timothy Lee Krouse Marshall University Business and Commerce Normadiah Mohamad Kunju University of Tennessee Business and Commerce Gregory John Martin Lehigh University Business and Commerce Floyd Lee Mays Marshall University Business and Commerce King-Yen Meng National Chung Hsing University Business and Commerce Rafael Victor Merino Vinas King's College Business and Commerce Roberta Mittelman City College of New York Business and Commerce Bahruddin Bin Mohamed University of Missouri Business and Commerce Thomas Louis Nickels Marshall University Business and Commerce Sadhna Ojha Sivanath Sastri College Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts in Journalism Beverly Georgian Merrick Childers Marshall University Journalism Alyce Marrie Cooper Marshall University Journalism Pong Young Heilian National Taiwan Normal University Journalism Jerrie Lee Howard Neal Ohio University Journalism 
Certificate of Advanced Study Charles Robert Chambers West Virginia University Educational Administration Graduate School Kenneth Okwudili Onyema Ohio University Business and Commerce Thomas Gerard Ponzyrick West Virginia University Business and Commerce William Jerald Shoemaker Marshall University Business and Commerce Kwang Jong Suh Sogang University Business and Commerce Samuel Nathaniel Uyo Concord College Business and Commerce Sorab Rustom Vatcha Indian Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Janet Rose Weisberg University of Pittsburgh Business and Commerce Denis Dougherty Smith LaSalle College Journalism Yasuyo Tadokoro Meiji Gakuin University Journalism Regis J. Tucci Marshall University Journalism 
Degrees Granted December 20, 1980 Master of Arts Nancy Anderson Allman Marshall University Home Economics Abdulrahman Abdullatif Al-Osail Marshall University Political Science Eva Loraine Arthur Morris Harvey College Reading Education Nancy Nugent Beaty University of Texas Communication Arts Darrell Edward Bias Marshall University Educational Administration Thomas Emil Bias Marshall University Educational Administration Patricia Ann Staley Billups Marshall University Educational Administration Kriss DeBona Bodnar Marshall University Special Education Susan Tabitha Brown Muskingum College Elementary Education William Joseph Canfield Rio Grande College History Dianna Whitt Carrico Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology LaHoma Leah Hall Caserta Marshall University Educational Administration Deborah Crow Chapman Marshall University Home Economics Sandra Reynolds Clark Marshall University Elementary Education Rita Carol Cooper Marshall University Educational Administration Deborah Flora Cremeans Marshall University Elementary Education Lenore Kathleen Cremeans Marshall University Elementary Education Maralyn Denise Crowe Ohio State University English Maurice Oscar Dirette Detroit Bible College Counseling Sharon Gail Adkins Dotson Marshall University Educational Administration Marsha Ann Duke Marshall University Home Economics Mark Glendon Eaches Pikeville College Counseling Phyllis Robertson Estep West Virginia State College Business Education Lydia Kathryn Estepp Marshall University Elementary Education Reida Lee Flowers Marshall University Educational Administration Arthur Blair Fuller, Jr. Marshall University Educational Administration Anna Maria T ubach Glenn Marywood College Home Economics Marzieh Hakimi Tehran Institute of Technology Mathematics Sue Ellen Harris Marietta College Art lvadenne Baisden Hatfield Concord College Educational Supervision Lynette Angela Kalonick Hawrot West Liberty State College Counseling Mira Shallcross Hinkle Marshall University Art Mark Allen Hoffman Fairmont State College Reading Education Janet Hatfield Holley Marshall University Elementary Education Jin-Hwa Hwang National Chung Hsing University Sociology Charlotte Hoffman Ingram Marshall University Elementary Education 
Adil M. Jamil Mary Alice Peterson University of Basrah Marshall University English Elementary Education Sarah Jones Johnson William Dale Phillips Emory University Florida State University Secondary Education Special Education Dallas Alphonzo Jones Marsha Dawn Propst Marshall University Marshall University Sociology Counseling Barbara Ann Kirby Jack Wilson Pullen Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Mathematics Carol Lynn MaHaffey Francis James Reymond Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Educational Administration Patricia Asbury Martin Norm Risavi Marshall University Thiel College Elementary Education Political Science Sharon Lynn Phelps McClanahan Eric Anthony Ritter Marshall University Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Educational Administration Mellony Kay McMellon Karen Lee Sales Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Early Childhood Education Juriah Binti Md-Nor Susan Stois Salmons Northern Illinois University Marshall University Biological Sciences Counseling Margaret Jane Moore Gary Michael Samples Fairmont State College Glenville State College English Educational Administration Lou Henri Moreau Joseph Billy Scott, Jr. West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Counseling Educational Administration Joan Patricia Mullins Anthony Felix Serreno Marshall University West Virginia State College Art Political Science Ricky Joe Northup Sharon Wetherholt Simon West Virginia University Marshall University Educational Administration Elementary Education Deborah Lou Parsons Robert Thomas Simpson Marshall University Glenville State College Counseling Counseling Graduate Schooi Sue Ann Sims Marshall University Counseling Nancy Jane Hess Smalley West Virginia University Home Economics Marilyn Lipphardt Smith West Virginia University Reading Education Anne Sneathen Marshall University Counseling Teresa Ann Spurlock Marshall University Early Childhood Education Gregory Lee Stark Marshall University Counseling Daisy Francis Stemple West Virginia State College Library Science Kay Biggs Stewart Marshall University Counseling Verna Rosalee Tabor Marshall University Special Education Donna Mae Taylor Marshall University Elementary Education Janyth Earleen Thompson Marshall University Elementary Education Janette Martin Trimble University of Colorado Special Education Marilyn Frances Via Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Parker Marevia Warlick Lane College Special Education r, 
I ,,, 
Gale Lynn Watts West Virginia State College 
Art William Michael Webb Ohio State University Psyclwlogy Master of Science Joe Frederick Ballard West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Lizzie Carter Bennett West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Donna Lawrence Boothe Concord College Safety Mark Scott Burgess Marshall University Geography Reginald Lawrence Campbell Fairmont State College Safety Malva Joan Carey West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Charles William Francis Chaney Marshall University Safety Oren Perry Clark Marshall University Safety David Paul Cole Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Warren Alan Coon West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Tony Samuel DeMark West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety James Michael Wilkes Marshall University History Theodore William Williams Marshall University Counseling Gerald Avon Dickens Morris Harvey College Safety Nadine Jarrell Dolin West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Pamela Strickland Dolin Marshall University Biological Sciences Nickie Donofrio, Jr. Fairmont State College Safety Daniel Julius Dotson Marshall University Safety Diana Lynn English Friend Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Floyd Ellsworth Friend, Sr. West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Mary Kay Grosso Illinois State University Health and Physical Education Claude Kim Hallam, Jr. Marshall University Geography Richard Lee Harman Bluefield State College Safety Joseph Ray Jenkins Marietta College Criminal Justice Wei-Chiu Yao College of Chinese Culture Sociology Mary Rumbaugh Jenkins Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Nina Phillips Johnson Concord College Safety Rebecca Hill Leonard University of Connecticut Biomedical Science Wayne Lee Maxwell University of Maryland Safety Ralph McCracken, III Eastern Kentucky University Safety Jacquelyn Ann McGinnis Marshall University Geography Casimir John Michnowicz Marshall University Biological Sciences Joseph Lee Moore Ohio University Safety Linda Sue Wade Morgan Concord College Vocational Technical Education Kelly Napier Marshall University Biological Sciences Stephen Asbury Nichols Marshall University Vocational Technical Education 
Paul Devon Oden Marshall University Safety Sandra Jean Oxley Concord College Safety David Martin Sanders Marshall University Safety Mark Lewis Smith Glenville State College Safety Eleanor May Eddy Stover Concord College Vocational Technical Education Curtis Wayne Tate Morris Harvey College Safety Master of Business Administration Said Bagherieh Arthorn Klinpratoom TEH College Iowa State University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Brad Alan Chattillion Avalon Ajang Ledong Marshall University Ohio University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Robert Jackson Dilley Betty Devanis Lewis Marshall University Business and Commerce Marshall University Business and Commerce Sherry Moore Hamilton Cheng-Hsiang Liu Marshall University Business and Commerce Feng Chia College Business and Commerce Azman Bin Ibrahim Monmouth College Abdul Shukor Bin Mohamad Business and Commerce Ohio University Business and Commerce Zanuri Bin Ismail University of California Mazlan Bin Mohamad Business and Commerce Southern Illinois University Business and Commerce Suphornchai Jitima Assumption Nairn Bin Mohd Noor Business Administration College University of Tennessee Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Baharudin Khalid Charles Dunbar Nelson Western Michigan University Marshall University Business and Commerce Business and Commerce Graduate School Ronald Eugene Tice Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education David William Underwood West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Tena Mae Webb West Virginia State College Safety Russell Hurley Young West Virginia State College Safety Vichai Plerksophon Chulalongkorn University Business and Commerce Dusit Prasasvinitchai West Virginia State College Business and Commerce Gene Raymond Pudleiner Indiana Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Shivaji Ravi Andhra Pradesh Agriculture University Business and Commerce Phansak Songpaisan Thammasat University Business and Commerce Vichai Srisakulyanont Thammasat University Business and Commerce Sarah Melinda Summers Salem College Business and Commerce Vongsuda Vudtiyakornkul Bangkok College Business and Commerce 
Wan Mohd Nor Wan Abdul Raman Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Zainoodin Bin Y aacob State University of New York Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism John Gregory Maher Virginia Wesleyan College Journalism Master of Education Clara Taylor Williams Concord College Education Georgia Ann Mathis Marshall University Journalism 
Degrees Granted August 22, 1980 Master of Arts Glenna Faye Adams Marshall University Elementary Education Frances Kay Adkins West Virginia State College Business Education Martha Bryant Adkins Marshall University Elementary Education Rhonda Yvonne Allen Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Farrokh Assad-Bakhtiari University of Tehran Political Science Janet Ella Bailey Marshall University Elementary Education Naomi Mead Baylous Marshall University Counseling Alvin L. Beggs Concord College Psychology Alan Ross Belcher Marshall University Educational Administration Marsha Monroe Blankenship Marshall University Elementary Education Abubakar Bin Zainalabidin Northern Illinois University Business and Commerce Richard Theodore Zima University of Cincinnati Business and Commerce Angela Eggleston Bond West Virginia State College Elementary Education Joan Moxley Bookout Marshall University Elementary Education Clara Burwell Brumfield Stetson University Educational Administration Phatana Buddipridaphan West Virginia State College Mathematics James Ray Compton Marshall University Educational Administration 
Dolores Langdon Cook Judith Lee Gruber Marshall University Marshall University Counseling Speech Pathology and Audiology Robert Dewitt Cox Richard Ogden Hartman Fairmont State College Marshall University Psychology Political Science Jenny-Jo Marie Crowe Eloise E. Johnson Ohio University Empire State College Library Science Counseling Babette Lee D' Antoni Lila Stacy Johnson Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Jeannette Natalia Davis Penny Suzanne Keith Marshall University Marshall University History Speech Pathology and Audiology Gilmer Odell Dingess Donald Owen Kendall Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Secondary Education Rosalee Rood Dorsey Hardin Watkins King Marshall University Davidson College Special Education Psychology Nancy Horst Fellure Ann Forgy Kirkpatrick Capital University Transylvania University Special Education Special Education Bobbie Sue Henson France Celia Diane Kitchen Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Speech Jewell Hager Garrett Andrea Kulick Marshall University William Peterson College Secondary Education Counseling Ruth Crow Garrett Kimberly Ann Lady Marshall University West Liberty State College Special Education History Judith Rhule Gillian Martha Jane Stowers Lane Concord College Rio Grande College English Business Education Clarence Edward Gore Bonnie Gayle Dykes Lavender Salem College Concord College Educational Administration Counseling Barbara Tucker Grantham Marsha Dean Lawson University of Maryland Marshall University Counseling Speech Pathology and Audiology 
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Graduate School Thomas Daw-Ming Lee T amkang College Mathematics Cynthia Ann Lemon West Virginia State College Educational Supervision Maria Michele Lewis Marshall University Special Education Barbara Sue Roberts Maxwell Marshall University Elementary Education Lisa Jane McClure West Virginia State College English Etta F. Gillespie McCoy Marshall University Elementary Education Mark Stephen Meadows Marshall University Counseling Jacqueline Barrett Melkus Glenville State College Elementary Education John Wayne Miller David Lipscomb College Counseling John Robert Mott Mesa College Psychology Martha Mullins Marshall University Elementary Education Nora Karlene Janes Napier Marshall University Elementary Education Michael Elmer Nuce Fairmont State College Psychology Joseph Jasper Patton, Jr. Marshall University Music 
Cathy Jean Pippin Marshall University Special Education Glenda Jayne Nelson Raines Marshall University Elementary Education Mary Blanche Rawson West Virginia University Educational Administration Teresa Fay Redd Marshall University Business Education Sheila Louise Regula Marshall University Elementary Education Anita Louise Rowe Marshall University Elementary Education Ardoth Ferrell Rutherford Bob Jones University English Deborah Nutter Ryker West Virginia University Psychology Joli Reyne Scheidemantel Pennsylvania State University Special Education Master of Science Gharib Y. Al-Asadi University of Baghdad Health and Physical Education Susan Williams Ball Concord College Safety Helen Chenoweth Barbour Marshall University Safety Gary Steven Belcher Ohio University Geography Y ew-sheng Shih National Taiwan Normal University Special Education Charles William Slate Marshall University Educational Administration Ballard F,.ay Slone Marshall University Educational Administration Deborah Humphreys Smith Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Betty D. Money Spry Marshall University Educational Administration Vicki Lynn Steirn West Virginia University Special Education Mary Elizabeth Pauley Stephens Marshall University Elementary Education John Fredrick Stinespring Marshall University Counseling James Strickling Fairmont State College Counseling Paul Harrison Bisher, II Florida Atlantic University Vocational Technical Education Jackie Ray Buckalew Marshall University Safety Charles Cecil Cline Marshall University Safety Kay Graham Cox Morris Harvey College Vocational Technical Education Nancy Ann Taylor Glenville State College Art Stephen Kim Tucker Concord College History Gary John Vitali State University of New York Speech Pathology and Audiology Susan Knap Wassum Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Mary Frances Watkins Marshall University Elementary Education Marsha Eileen Watson Marshall University Elementary Education David Lee Watts Marshall University Biological Sciences Suzanne Healy Welch Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Kim A. Young Marshall University Counseling Genevieve Kathleen Dewese Marshall University Safety Daniel Edward Dillon Marshall University Chemistry David Joseph Dorworth West Virginia University Criminal Justice Alice Grassie Concord College Vocational Technical Education 
Ann Lascu Harreld Noel R. Napier Ball State University Marshall University Adult Education Vocational Technical Education Mary Lunsford Igo William Edsel Powers West Virginia State College Marshall University Adult Education Health and Physical Education Virginia Elizabeth Hunter Jones James Harley Prater Morris Harvey College Marshall University Adult Education Safety Michael Anthony Linsky Homer Keith Preece Hampden-Sydney College Marshall University Safety Safety Roy Lee Matney Sondra Jean Saunders Concord College West Virginia Institute of Technology Safety Vocational Technical Education Charlene Shannon Miller James Thomas Seay, Jr. Marshall University Bluefield State College Safety Adult Education Master of Business Administration Duane Allen Adkins Marshall University Business and Commerce Y aacob Bin Ariffin Monmouth College Business and Commerce Pongsook Boonyaprasit Thammasat University Business and Commerce Ralph Thomas Bowles Marshall University Business and Commerce Keith Brian De Armond Marshall University Business and Commerce William Fleming Drinkard, III Virginia Polytechnic Institute Business and Commerce Jack Lee Engle James Madison University Business and Commerce Thomas Glen Harman West Virginia University Business and Commerce Rosnah Harun University of Tennessee Business and Commerce Mohamad Bin Mat Hassan Monmouth College Business and Commerce John H. Hoffman Villanova University Business and Commerce Anna Marie Hood Marshall University Business and Commerce Najib Bin Hussin Ohio University Business and Commerce Mustapa Kamal Ismail Western Michigan University Business and Commerce Graduate School James Bernard Spencer Bluefield State College Safety Ronald Gene Thompson Marshall University Adult Education Ming-te Wang T amkang College Chemistry Stephen Miles Waugh Marshall University Chemistry Richard Lee Weekly West Virginia State College Safety Stanislaus Lassa Ohio University Business and Commerce Dharampal S. Mand Tuskegee Institute Business and Commerce Khurshidah Mohd-Salleh Western Michigan University Business and Commerce Norman Lee Pickett Marshall University Business and Commerce Ariffin Bin Rahmat University of California at Davis Business and Commerce Ahsiah Suleiman Syracuse University Business and Commerce Roya T avakolirizi Institute of Banking of Iran Business and Commerce 
Wan Abaid B. Wan Ismail Monmouth College Business and Commerce Cindy Mei-Yun Wang Soo Chow University Business and Commerce Richard K. H. Woo Soo Chow University Business and Commerce Peir-Hwa Wu National Taiwan University Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism Joseph Bryant Farruggia Marshall University Journalism Samuel H. Stanley Marshall University Journalism 
Degrees Granted July 18, 1980 Master of Arts Renee Sue Miller Abbott Marshall University Elementary Education Marilyn Krom Aberdeen Tusculum College Special Education Sally Irene Akers Marshall University Elementary Education Anne Woodall Bailey Marshall University Music Karen Smythers Bailey Marshall University Library Science Geraldine Johnson Baker Marshall University Special Education Stephen Paul Bodnar Marshall University Special Education Jane Wentz Brown Marshall University Special Education Dianna Lynn Lesher Carpenter Morris Harvey College Business Education Margarett Halcomb Chafin Berea College Home Economics Nancy Elizabeth Dahill West Virginia University Special Ed�ation Brenda G. Dailey Marshall University Special Education Sandra Lynne Dalton Marshall University Elementary Education Cathy Simpkins Damron Marshall University Counseling Franklin Kay Dickson Marshall University Elementary Education Catherine Spencer Dickstein Marshall University Communication Arts Patricia Carla Dotson Pikeville College Elementary Education Deborah Lynn Adkins Duncan Marshall University Elementary Education Mindy Sue Leland Eplion Marshall University Early Childhood Education T rudee Elaine Simms Farley Marshall University Elementary Education Diann Frasher Marsha11 University Counseling 
Michael Edward Guerin Pamela Jean Legg Loyola University Concord College Secondary Education Special Education Javed Hameed Brenda Kay Lewis Florida State University Marshall University Psychology Elementary Education Charles Craig Haney Robert Frank Mascari Morehead State University Pikeville College Educational Administration Music Charla Sites Hardy William H. Matthews Ohio University University of Kentucky Elementary Education Political Science Pamela Dawn Hill Tom Mayberry, Jr. Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Biological Sciences Gary Lynn Hoffman Norma Baisden McCloud West Virginia University Marshall University Reading Education Educational Administration June Auer Huff Debra Sue McGuffin Radford College Marshall University English Special Education Karen Davis Hughes Barbara Ellen Breece Mc Vay Marshall University Marshall University Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Sally Ann Igo Sandra Jo Meisterhans West Virginia State College Marshall University Elementary Education Early Childhood Education Elizabeth Richards Kesterson Jean Lenore Moore Marshall University West Virginia State College Reading Education Elementary Education Jean Marie Kocon Gregory Mark Moreland Duquesne University West Virginia State College Elementary Education Biological Sciences David Marsh Lanning Judith Conley Morrison Marshall University Ohio University Elementary Education Special Education Nancy Petravice Leadingham Laura L. Moul Georgia State University Marshall University Special Education Special Education Donna Wiley Ledger Donna Dittman Moyers Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Special Education Graduate School Willa Maria Neal Bluefield State College Secondary Education Linda Fleming Nicely Marshall University Elementary Education Imogene Hayner Pack Marshall University Library Science Isabel Paul Temple University Political Science Rebecca Lynn Perkins Marshall University Early Childhood Education Patricia Vincentia Post West Virginia University Speech Pathology and Audiology Sharon Rose Richards Marshall University Business Education Sharon Edwards Riley Marshall University Elementary Education Roberta Ann T ygrett Ross Marshall University Elementary Education Jennie Jo Sexton Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Carlton Gregory Shields Marshall University Counseling Shelba Canterbury Sinsel Marshall University Counseling Marta Maynard Slater Marshall University Elementary Education Marsha Diaz Stiltner Marshall University Elementary Education r: l 
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Susan Lynn Vass Temple 
University of Virginia Secondary Education 
John Dewey Thompson 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Judith Beuhring Veazey 
Marshall University Special Education 
Rebecca Wright Warren 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Ruth Thompson Warren 
West Virginia University Special Education Master of Science 
Paul David Blankenship 
Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education 
Donald Borda 
West Virginia University Biological Sciences 
David Brian Carr 
University of Maine Health and Physical Education 
Richard Lee Cline 
Marshall University Safety 
Phillip H. Curry 
Marshall University Safety Susan Marnell Weaver Marshall University Sociology Anita Sue Martin White Marshall University Special Education John Ward Williamson Georgetown College Music· Sandra Sue Wills Marshall University Elementary Education Clifford Doane Wilson West Virginia University Special Education Margaret Hunt Engelmann Rutgers University Biological Sciences Harold Lee Erskine Marshall University Health and Physical Education lras Rae Watts Farley Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Jack Ray Greathouse Salem College Health and Physical Education David Lee Helmer Marshall University Health and Physical Education Pamela Lynn Wilson Marshall University Elementary Education Donna Daneze Woody Marshall University Early Childhood Education Jane C. Woollum Meredith College Elementary Education Phillip Eugene Zeto Marshall University Educational Administration Marylou Nichols Zeuner Marshall University Early Childhood Education Romey Clarence Lovejoy, Jr. Marshall University Safety Perry Meadows Marshall University Biological Sciences Pamela Dawn Oliver David Lipscomb College Vocational Technical Education John William Pancake Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Judith Carol Steinmetz Eastern Kentucky University Safety 
Kim Wesley Wilson 
Glenville State College Health and Physical Education 
Master of Business Administration Susan Stokes Carlson University of Michigan Business and Commerce Chih-Chu Cheng Tamkang College Business and Commerce Damrongdis Diskul St. Vincent's College Business and Commerce Magdalene Maria Melanie Hall Univerity of Manitoba Business and Commerce Graduate School Elizabeth A. Morgan Marshall University Business and Commerce Pranee Srisakulyanont Bangkok College Business and Commerce Joseph Marshall Stone, Jr. West Virginia University Business and Commerce 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Dr. Robert W. Coon, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 9, 1981 
Doctor of Medicine Patrick Corkrean Bonasso West Virginia University Emmett Francis Branigan University of Utah Dennis Morgan Burton Duke University Harry G. Camper, Ill Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Galen Edward Castle University of Cincinnati Cecil Dwight Groves West Virginia University Leslie Norman Heddleston United States Military Academy Francis Scott Hunter Marshall University Sandra Jean Joseph Marshall University Douglas Carlton McCorkle University of Richmond Stephen Flint Morris Marshall University Stephen Thomas Pyles Marshall University Brenda Catherine Smith Marshall University Nina Kay Smith West Virginia University Stephen Charles Smith Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University John Franklin Toney Marshall University Robert Ernest Turner West Virginia University Keith Hamilton Wharton West Virginia University 
Graduate Theses May 1981 Michael Anthony Arcuri Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter 
Food Habits of Largemouth Bass, Micropterus Salmoides (Lacepede) and Spotted Bass, Micropterus Punc­tulatus (Rafinesque) From Beech Fork Reservoir, A New Impoundment in Wayne and Cabell Counties, West Virginia. Laura Frances Crouch Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett Deve lopment of Instructional Materials To Accompany A Course Of Educational Methods For Dieti­tians. Charles Robert Chambers Certificate of Advanced Study Dr. Neil L. Gibbins Mainstreaming: The Changing Man­date For Special Educatioin And Its Implications To The Junior High Schools In Mason County. Bobby Lee Davis Psychology Dr. William Schneiderman The Interaction of Dispositional Self­Monitoring with Public and Private Self-Awareness. Curtis H. Hardman Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter The Life History of the Brindled Noturus Miurus Jordan in the West Fork of Twelvepole Creek, Wayne County, West Virginia. Claudia Lynn Lady History Dr. Donna Spindel Women of the Tri-State During the Civil War. Larry J. Lundy Chemistry Dr. Howard C. Price The Synthesis of Derivatives of 1 -Amino - 2 - Phenylcycloheranecarbox­ylic Acids. Marilyn Denise McDaniel Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett An Investigation of the Use and Management of Parenteral Nutrition in Meeting the Nutritional Needs of Patients in a Local Hospital. Charles Edward Nease Health, Physical Education and Recreation Dr. Wayne Taylor The Effects of Eye Dominance On Motor Skill Performance. Joan C. Schramm Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter Some Aspects of the Life History of the Black Bullhead, lctalurus Melas (Pisces: Ictaluridae), From an Oxbow Pond in Southwestern West Virginia. Patricia G. Shevac Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett Simulated Diet Interview for Use in Home Economics 306, Methods of Home Economics Education. Beverly Dawn Spurlock Biological Sciences Dr. Ralph Taylor The  Nai ads  (MOLLUSCA : UNIONIDAE) From Two Prehistoric Sites Along the Ohio River, Mason County, West Virginia. Diane Porter White Home Economics Dr. Carole A. Vickers Measurement of Concept Attainment of Students Enrolled in a Pilot Course, Adult Roles and Functions. December, 1980 Reginald L. Campbell Education (OAS) Professor James Stone The Causation and Medical Aspects of Coalworkers' Pneumononiosis with an Emphasis on the Treatment of the Debilitated Patient. Pamela Strickland Dolin Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter The Life History and Ecology of Chauliodes Rastricomis Rambur and C. Pec t in i co rn i s  (Linnaeus )(Megaloptera: Corydalidae) in Green­bottom Swamp, Cabell County, WestVirginia.Anna Maria Glenn Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett Infantile Nutrition: Obesity and its Causes. Casimir J. Michnowicz II Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas E. Weaks A Study of the Effects of pH Shift and pH Shift in Conjunction with Heavy Metal Toxicity on the Growth of Selenastrum Capricomutum Printz. 
Kelly Napier Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter Diel and Seasonal Feeding Habits of the Johnny Darter, Etheostoma 
nigrum Rafinesque From Mud Run, Mason County, West Virginia. William Michael Webb Psychology Dr. William Schneiderman An Investigation of the Person by Situation Interaction Between Self­Monitoring and Manipulated Self­Awareness. 
August, 1980 Alvin L. Beggs Psychology Dr. Marc A. Lindberg Food-Flavor Toxicosis Associations: Esophageal Fistula and Gastric Can­nula in the Rat. Daniel Edward Dillon Chemistry Dr. John L. Hubbard Studies Directed Toward the Syn­thesis of Alkoxyalanes by Reaction of Aluminum Hydride with Alcohols. David J. Dorworth Criminal Justice Dr. David Patterson Variables Influencing the Severity of Inmate Misconduct at the Federal Correctional Institution, Ashland, Kentucky. Wayne M.T. Wang Chemistry Dr. James E. Douglass The Michael Addition Products of the Reaction of 2-Quinolylacetone with Dimethyl Acetylenedicarboxylate. Stephen M. Waugh Chemistry Dr. Howard C. Price Preliminary Enzyme Inhibition Studies with Isomers of 1-Amino-2-Phenylcyclohexanecarboxylic Acid and Derivatives. July, 1980 Donald Borda Biological Sciences Dr. Donald C. Tarter A Past-Impoundment Investigation of the Beech Fork Drainage Basin, Twelve-Pole Creek, Wayne and Cabell Counties, West Virginia. Margaret Hunt Engelmann Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas E. Weaks Disturbance on Bryophyte Diversity and Community Structure of Stream Valley Bryophytes. Javed Hameed Psychology Dr. Stephen P. Mewaldt Paired-Associate Leaming. Perry Meadows Biological Sciences Dr. Frank L. Binder Regulation of the L-Phenylalanine Permease System in the Haustorial Mycoparasite Tieghemiomyces Parasiticus Grown in Axenic Culture. 
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